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ABSTRACT
The aim of this project is to moving mouse cursor on the screen without using any hardware which is used very
often now-a-days i.e. mouse. We use the newly born technology named Sixth Sense Technology for this purpose.
We implement computer mouse movement through finger by image grabbing using Sixth Sense Technology
which gets processed in MATLAB. By applying vision technology and controlling the mouse by natural hand
gestures and colour based sensing, we simulated the mouse system. This mouse system can control all mouse
tasks, such as clicking (right and left), double clicking, dragging and dropping.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the computer technology continues to grow up; the importance of human computer
interaction is enormously increasing. Nowadays most of the mobile devices are using a touch screen
technology. However, this technology is still not cheap enough to be used in desktop systems.
Creating a virtual human computer interaction device such as mouse or keyboard using a webcam and
computer vision techniques can be an alternative way for the touch screen. In this study, finger
tracking based a virtual mouse application has been designed and implemented using a regular
webcam. The motivation was to create an object tracking application to interact with the computer,
and develop a virtual human computer interaction device.
“Many researchers in the human computer interaction and robotics fields have tried to control mouse
movement using video devices. However, all of them used different methods to make a clicking
event. One approach, by Erdem et al, used fingertip tracking to control the motion of the mouse. A
click of the mouse button was implemented by defining a screen such that a click occurred when a
user’s hand passed over the region. Another approach was developed by Chu-Feng Lien. He used
only the finger-tips to control the mouse cursor and click. His clicking method was based on image
density, and required the user to hold the mouse cursor on the desired spot for a short period of time.
Paul et al, used still another method to click. They used the motion of the thumb (from a ‘thumbs-up’
position to a fist) to mark a clicking event thumb. Movement of the hand while time.
In this study, a colour pointer has been used for the object recognition and tracking. Left and the right
click events of the mouse have been achieved by detecting the number of pointers on the image.Video
cameras and computer vision techniques may be used to capture many details of human shape and
movement. The shape of the hand may be analyzed over time to manipulate an onscreen object in a
way analogous to the hand’s manipulation of paper on a desk. Such an approach may lead to a faster,
more natural, and more fluid style of interaction for certain tasks.
“Hand Gesture Recognition System for Human - Computer Interaction” is an attempt in ubiquitous
computing. Here, we will be using three colour tapes on our fingers. One of the tapes will be used for
controlling cursor movement while the other coloured tapes will be used for click, drag and drop
events of the mouse. Thus, the system will provide a new experience for users in interacting with the
computer.
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II.

TERMINOLOGY

2.1. Binary Image
A binary image is an image that has only two possible values for each pixel. It is also familiar as bilevel or two levels. The names black and white, B &W. Monochrome or monochromatic are used for
this concept but this can also be used for grayscale image or one that have only one sample per pixel.
In digital image processing, binary images often result from certain operations like “segmentations”,
“thresholding” etc. It is formed by thresholding a gray scale or colour image. The interpretation of the
pixel’s binary values differs from device to device, 0 is interpreted as black and 1 is interpreted as
white.

2.2. Gray scale Image
A “gray scale or greyscale” digital image is an image in which the value of every pixel is a single
sample . In a gray scale image, red green and blue all have equal intensities in RGB. Thus, a single
intensity value is used for every pixel. Image of this sort are typically composed of shades of gray
varying from black at the weakest intensity to white at the strongest & with many shades of gray in
between. Gray scale image are typically stored with & bits per sampled pixel which allows 256,
(2^8=256) intensities. i.e. for 8 bit grey scale image, there 256 are possible intensities.

2.3. Conversion of colour image to gray scale image
The conversion of a colour image to gray scale image is possible by first obtaining value of its red,
green and blue (RGB) primaries. Then it is necessary to add 30% red value + 59% green value + 11%
blue. These percentages are chosen irrespective of the scales (0.0 - 1.0, 0 to 255, 0% to 100% etc).
The resultant level is the desired gray value. If we note the percentages it is clear that the percentage
is higher for green and lower for blue. It is chosen in such a way due to the different relative
sensitivity of normal human eye.

2.4. Luminance
Luminance describes the amount of light that passes through or is emitted from a particular area and it
falls within a given solid. It is the photometric measure of the density of luminous intensity is a given
direction. Luminance is the “emission” or “reflection” from flat surfaces. When looking at a surface
from particular angle of view, the amount of luminous power perceived by the eye will be indicated
by the luminance. Thus the brightness of the surface is indicated by the luminance.
Luminance is defined by
Lv = d2F / dAd;Cos< (4.1)
Where,
Lv – Luminance (cd/m2)
F - Luminous Flux or Luminous Power (lm)
< - Angle between the Surface Normal and the Specified Direction
A - Area of the Surface (m2)
; - Solid Angle (Sr)
Relative luminance follows the photometric definitions of luminance, but with the values normalized
to 1 or 100 for a reference white for4 colour space such as XYZ, the litter Y refers to relative
luminance for RGB colour spaces however, relative luminance can be calculated from liner RGB
components :
Y = 0.2126R + 0.7152G + 0.722 B (4.2)
Here, the co-efficient are all positive having a large green co-efficient and small blue co-efficient. The
three forms the middle row of the RGB to XYZ colour transformation matrix.

2.5. Segmentation
Segmentation is the process of portioning a digital image in to multiple images i.e. breaking the
image in to sets pixels by doing. So it is more meaningful and easier to analyze the picture. Image
segmentation is used to locate objects and boundaries lines, curves etc) in images. A set of regions
collectively cover the entire image when the image is segmented. Each of the pixels in the region is
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similar with respect to three characteristics colour, intensity or texture. However, the adjacent regions
are significantly different with respect to the three characteristics. For our research, we have used the
“region-growing method”.

2.6. Thresholding
Thresholding is the simplest method of image segmentation. It is a useful process to be able to
separate out the regions of the image that corresponds to “objects” in which we are interested to work
out from the regions of that image that correspond to background thresholding often provides an easy
and convenient way for performing this segmentation on the basis of different intensities or colours in
the foreground and background regions of an image. By thresholding it is possible to be able to see
the areas of an image that consists of pixels whose value lie within a specified range, or band of
intensities.

2.7. Adaptive Thresholding
Adaptive thresholding takes a grayscale or colour image as input and in the simplest implementation.
It out puts a binary image representing the segmentation. It is used to separate desirable foreground
image objects from background based on the difference in pixel intensities of each region. It does so
by selecting an individual threshold for each pixel base on the range of intensity values in its local
neighbourhood.
III. COLOUR RECOGNITION

3.1. Colour
To understand the basics of camera vision it is necessary to know how a computer Sees an image. A
computer can only work with numbers, so when an image is imported on a computer, the computer
sees it as a lot of numbers. For each pixel in the image, the computer uses a code and all those codes
together form the total image. For image processing, it is required to understand the way a computer
encodes an image. There is more than one way to encode a picture by using different colour spaces. In
this chapter different colour spaces are described. Once these codes are analyzed, they can be used for
colour definition and when the colours are defined, pixel labelling is used to recognize colours in the
picture.

3.2. Colour Space
A colour space describes the range of colours that a camera can see. It is a collection of codes for
every colour. Each pixel in an image has a colour that is described in the colour space, so this colour
space can be used for pixel labelling. There are different ways to describe all colours, so there are also
different colour spaces. In this section, 3 of most well known colour spaces are described. The size of
a colour space depends on the number of tones of a main colour.

3.3. RGB-Space
In the RGB colour space, each colour is described as a combination of three main colours, namely
Red, Green and Blue. This colour space can be visualized as a 3D matrix with the main colours set out
on the axis. The values for the main colours vary from 0 to 1. Each colour is coded with three values,
a value for red, blue and green. In this colour space, an imported image on a computer is thus
transformed into 3 matrices with values per pixel for the representing main colour.
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Fig 1 RGB Colour space model

3.4. HSV-Space
Another colour space is the HSV space. This is a cylindrical space and can be modelled as a cone
turned upside down. The vertical position defines the brightness (V), the angular position defines the
hue (H) and the radial position represents the saturation (S). For every value of V, a circle can be
drawn as a cross section of the cone.

Fig 2 HSV colour space model

The saturation always ranges from 0 to 1 and it specifies the relative position from the vertical axis to
the side of the circle. Zero saturation indicates no hue, just gray scale. The hue is what is normally
thought of as colour and varies from 0 to 1. Brightness ranges also from 0 to 1, where V=0 indicates
black. Just like in the RGB space, a colour in this space is also coded with 3 values. Therefore an
image is also transformed into three matrices when imported on a computer.

3.5. LAB Space
The last colour space that will be discussed is the LAB space. This is also a colour space with three
parameters. L defines Lightness, A denotes the red/green value and B the yellow / blue value.
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Fig 3 LAB Space model

This colour space is not as easy to visualize as the other two spaces, because L is a value between 0
and 100 and for every value of L, another picture with a specific colour range can be drawn. In these
pictures the A value is on the horizontal and B the vertical axis.

3.6. Pixel labelling
The colour matrix is now a matrix of size 256x256x256 with all zeros, except for every colour that is
associated with the ball, the value on these coordinates is one. This matrix is used for pixel labelling.
An image consists of a lot of pixels, depending on the resolution of the camera. Each pixel has its own
colour and by means of the colour matrix this colour can be recognized. The process, in which each
pixel is given a value depending on its colour, is called pixel labelling.

3.7. Pixel labeling using MATLAB
The standard colour space in Matlab is the RGB-space; an imported image automatically has its RGBvalues. Every pixel in the image has its own red, green and blue value and these values define a
coordinate in the colour matrix. The pixel will receive the value of the colour matrix at this
coordinate. When the value is one, the colour of this pixel can be associated with the coloured tape,
and in the new image the pixel will have the value one

Fig 4 Pixel labelling of an image
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IV.

METHODOLOGY

Most image-processing techniques involve treating the image as a two-dimensional signal and
applying standard signal-processing techniques to it. The video captured by the camera is being
processed by the MATLAB program that helps in motion detection and color recognition. The results
of this processing can be used in numerous security applications such as intrusion detection, Spy
robots, fire alarm, person finder etc.

4.1. Bringing data into the MATlab workspace
The toolbox stores acquired data in a memory buffer, a disk file, or both, depending on the value of
the video input object Logging Mode property. To work with this data, you must bring it into the
MATLAB workspace. To bring multiple frames into the workspace, use the get data function. Once
the data is in the MATLAB workspace, you can manipulate it as you would any other data.

Fig 5 Flow chart of algorithm
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4.2. Image acquisition
The first stage of any vision system is the image acquisition stage. After the image has been obtained,
various methods of processing can be applied to the image to perform the many different vision tasks
required today.

Fig 5 Flow chart of Image Acquisition

4.3. Motion detection
Motion detection in consequent images is nothing but the detection of the moving object in the Scene.
In video surveillance, motion detection refers to the capability of the surveillance system to detect
motion and capture the events. Motion detection is usually a software-based monitoring algorithm
which will signal the surveillance camera to begin capturing the event when it detects motions. This is
also called activity detection.

Fig 6 Block diagram of motion detection

4.4. Colour recognition
Colour plays an important role in image processing. Each image is composed of an array of M*N
pixels with M rows and N columns of pixels. Each pixel contains a certain value for red, green and
blue. Varying these values for red, green, blue (RGB) we can get almost any color. Flow diagram of
Color Recognition shown in figure
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Fig 7 Flow diagram of colour recognition

4.5. Mouse cursor movement
We are using the index finger with red colour tape as a cursor controller to control mouse cursor
movement. The position mapping the index finger on a camera screen to a desktop screen position.
But this method incurs a problem.

Fig 8 overall process of virtual mouse.
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If the resolution of the desktop window is greater than the camera resolution, then the cursor position
cannot be accurate because while converting camera resolution to the desktop window resolution,
intermediate values are lost. The expected ratio of jumping pixel is up to 4 pixels.

4.6. Mouse interfacing
Using the colour recognition and hand movement, many applications can be developed. It can also be
interfaced with computer and can work as a mouse. Similarly a number of mouse interfacing
applications can be developed. Many virtual applications can be developed that creates a virtual
reality. This works only when the application runs. All the computer applications can be interfaced
with hand gesture control and can be controlled directly from hand gesture. It’s an example of
dynamic gestures, where hand movement (essentially finger in this case) is tracked. Mouse pointer is
interfaced to this movement and mouse clicks are initiated through static gestures.
V. CLICK EVENTS
The click events for the mouse are mapped with different hand gestures. The idea focuses on
processing between the two colored tapes with different in the fingers. The click events are detailed in
the subsequent sub points.

Fig 9 opening a document using virtual mouse

5.1. Dragging operation
The dragging event of the cursor is simulated when the system records the one blue tape in the middle
or ring finger in front of the camera pointing at the same location, then the event is recognized as the
dragging event of the mouse cursor.
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Fig 10 dragging operation using virtual mouse

5.2. Virtual Keyboard
Virtual Keyboard is like an augmented reality. It is designed in Matlab in the same interfacing
program. Depending on the finger, application gives input to the keyboard. It checks the frames, based
on the finger-colour number or symbol is given as input.
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VI.

APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

6.1. Applications
This technology can be used in robotics, gaming and developing systems which could understand
human behavior based on their way of interaction.

6.2. Future Enhancements
Hand Gesture recognition can be optimized using developed techniques. Instead of using RGB space,
HSV colour space can be used to avoid light intensity fluctuations and thereby giving better results.
HAND can be used as a remote control to TV if subject to a camera is embedded. Many entertainment
applications can be developed e.g. virtual piano playing, video game, etc. Using high resolution
camera or better sensor like a Kinect, high end application can be developed. This can be also utilised
in industries machine controlling applications
VII. PERFORMANCE AND CONCLUSION

7.1. Performance
The final result was a complete system that was capable to detect and track objects of at most three
and more objects in real time. Although it was not able to track each object separately when there
were three objects or more, it could still detect the presence. Experiments also showed that different
light settings did not significantly alter the final results. Furthermore, the system was able to ignore
background noise very well-mostly came from light reflection. When there were objects that had
colour similar to skin colour, both spatial and temporal filtering helped erode these detected regions,
therefore reducing the number of false positives.

7.2. Conclusion
The system that we have proposed will completely revolutionize the way people would use the
computer system. Presently, the webcam, microphone and mouse are an integral part of the computer
system. Our product which uses only webcam would completely eliminate the mouse. Also this would
lead to a new era of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) where no physical contact with the device is
required.
Our project, Mouse Simulation Using Three Coloured Tapes is an attempt in ubiquitous computing.
Here, we will be using two colour tapes on our fingers. One of the tapes will be used for controlling
cursor movement while the relative distance between the two coloured tapes will be used for click
events of the mouse. Thus, the system will provide a new experience for users in interacting with the
computer.
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